New Plan May Be Unfeasible

By MARK OSMONDEN
Consultants studying the feasibility of the Bicentennial Corporation's latest plan to build an "International World" contemplated an expedition in 1976 and transportation, you can't have an in-
unfeasible. sportation, you can't have an in-

The consultants, members of a team from Arthur D. Little Inc., announced last week at a conference here that unless a suitable solution can be found to the problem of transporting visitors to the exhibition site, the expedition plan will not be
feasible.
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Bicentennial Plans

Continued from page 1

Also at the meeting, the bicentennial board voted to appoint Samuel Evans' six-year contract, which is under the consideration for the past. The board also announced that Thomas P. F. Hoving, director of the United States National Museum of Art, would be accepted as a member of the board. However, the plans for an international exposition at Evans' airway, contract, which is effective immediately, could be terminated.

Another appointment is seen as the first step in a series of major leadership changes at the Philadelphia Bicentennial Corporation. Until recent appointments, Corporation chairman Bartlett and William L. Babler, Jr., a businessman who has served as the Corporation's president, provided the board with direction for the Corporation's expansion planning and implementation. Bartlett's Monday that the board is in the process of selecting a new executive director to succeed him. Bartlett is expected to remain in his position until the appointment is made. He is a candidate for the chief executive post.

Commissioner of Public Buildings, is a prime candidate for the position. The Bicentennial Corporation's chief executive officer, at a salary of $75,000 - $100,000 per year.

Enforcement budget accounts from the expenditures of the Corporation are not yet finalized. Evans also has been the head of Philadelphia's anti-poverty program since 1969. He is one of the few local black leaders to consistently support the bicentennial program.

Young Trustees

By RICK GRKKNWOOD

NEW ISA President Lists Term Objectives

The University's International Student Association (ISA) recently elected Chukwunyere Dari, a Nigerian graduate student enrolled in the Wharton school, as its new president.

"I am pleased to be the head of the group," Dari said. "I believe the University has many foreign students and their integration into the University community can be a major objective during my one-year presidency as president.

The anticipated cohesion would make the University more attractive to other colleges, and in the long run it is crucial for the body, Dari remarked.

Discussing frequent problems that

1972 SCUE COURSE GUIDE

Tomorrow (Wednesday) will be the last day students can turn in their evaluation forms. If you have not picked up your forms, they can be picked up in the SCUE office by Wednesday.

For further info:

Call the SCUE office at 594-6945.

College Hall.

If you had shingles within the past six weeks...

WE NEED YOUR BLOOD

To treat leukemia patients with chicken pox. Chicken pox can be fatal to a child with leukemia—except if they receive blood from someone who has had shingles recently.

To help: contact Children's Hospital, KI6-2700, ext. 269, 270
An Open University

Some weeks ago, the Daily Pennsylvania requested that seminars could be granted access to these meetings of Presidential and University Council Committees which was not dealt with. There are the qualifications of individuals employed, or seeking employment at the University.

Response to this request has been almost nonexistent. Most University committees have merely ignored it. In fact, only one University body - the President's Conference - has indicated willingness to admit representatives of the campus press to its meetings.

But the President's Conference - unlike many other University groups - can easily afford to do this. It is - as President Meyerson has said - a "checkers" conference, for a body which takes as a position that the presence of the press at its meetings certainly aids in the dissemination of news to the campus, the information exchanged at the Conference is extremely detailed, and is not of information that the campus most urgently needs to know. And even under these circumstances, the President has provided for "executive" - that is, closed - meetings of its Conference.

The important decisions - the decisions which directly affect the members of the University community, as well as the University's future - are being made in the open sessions of the President's Conference, but in the closed gatherings of such groups as the Budget Committee, the Academic Planning Committee, the Committee on Admissions, and the University's future - are not being made in the open sessions of the President's Conference.

And it is precisely these reasons that admission of the press to the sessions of these committees is so essential. As long as committees work in secrecy, as long as they suppress all internal debates and findings until they have handed their final reports or recommendations to the Council or the President, campus debate on the urgent questions currently facing the University is stifled. Perhaps of all matters remains the exclusive privilege of a few privileged.

Yet committee members and committee chairman continue to prevent adequate press coverage of their sessions. In the name of "executive" or "confidential" work, without realizing that the unveiling of these sessions is the only way in which the University as a whole can make up its mind and decide on any of the community must urgently need to know.

All who attend these sessions, who read these minutes, who will hear the statements that committee members make in executive session, without realizing that their statements and opinions - if any of the area considered - must be withdrawn public scrutiny.

And so, we, the student press, have reason to ask that the President and Council and Committee meetings make im- possible to the campus press. The information - the obvious of the "open University" will remain a myth.

Nerve-jangling Phrasology

[Nervous laughter]
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President's Conference

(Distributed from page 1)

Coaches
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Bootheers Seeded First In District Playoffs

Runners' season will end and on Wednesday when the hunters attempt to clinch the Ivy League championship against Cornell.

It was announced late Monday afternoon that the Red and Blue, 3-1 and ranked third in the Eastern Intercollegiate, will be sent to the West Virginia University for the NCAA tournament. The selection marks the third straight time that the Quakers have been chosen to participate in the post-season tourney.

On the virtue of their top ranking, the Quakers will receive the number one seed in the Eastern District Title, and according to Coach Dwyer, could have been given serious consideration by the outside coaches a year ago who made moves to pick a much tougher circuit to work with.

Two of the three meets held in the Bay State offered the former services, and two being扫 when Larry Childs picked a much tougher circuit to work with.

Meanwhile, out in Middle America the 1971-72 season got underway at the University of Illinois at the gigantic University of Illinois. Coincident with the season's opening was the annual meeting of the Midwest Conference, which resulted in the University of Illinois being selected as the 1971-72 champion conference.

In District Playoffs

STILL SMILING - After a 19-14 win over Priatea 3 years age farmer Peas

Ruggers Hope To Extend Win Skein

On Wednesday night the Ruggers, 8-2-0, will meet the New York University, 2-1-1, in a contest where the winner could be something if we were second in the conference.

Although the Peanuts are currently well back in the conference standings, the Ruggers are looking forward to a hard contest.

"We are looking for a win," said Captain Tuppeny, "or we will be out of the hunt for the title."